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Abstract. The phonetization of text corpora requires a sequence of pro-
cessing steps and resources in order to convert a normalized text in its
constituent phones and then to directly exploit it by a given application.
This paper presents a generic approach for text phonetization and con-
centrates on the aspects of phonetizing unknown words. This serves to
develop a phonetizer in the context of forced-alignment application. The
proposed approach is dictionary-based, which is as language-independent
as possible. It is used on French, English, Spanish, Italian, Catalan, Pol-
ish, Mandarin Chinese, Taiwanese, Cantonese and Japanese in SPPAS
software, a tool distributed under the terms of the GPL license.
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1 Introduction

Phonetic transcription of text is an indispensable component of text-to-speech
(TTS) systems and is used in acoustic modeling for automatic speech recognition
(ASR) and other natural language processing applications. Phonetic transcrip-
tion can be implemented in many ways, often roughly classified into dictionary-
based and rule-based strategies, although many intermediate solutions exist. The
“Forced Alignment” (FA) task included both phonetization and alignment tasks:
phonetization is the process of representing sounds by phonetic signs; alignment
is the process of aligning speech with these sounds. The FA takes as input the
orthographic transcription of a speech signal and produces a time-segmentation
of the supposed pronunciation.

Clearly, there are different ways to pronounce the same utterance. Different
speakers have different accents and tend to speak at different rates. When a
speech corpus is transcribed into a written text, the transcriber is immediately
confronted with the following question: how to reflect the orality of the corpus?
Conventions are then designed to provide rules for writing speech corpora. These
conventions establish phenomena to transcribe and also how to annotate them.

There are commonly two types of Speech Corpora. First is related to “Read
Speech” which includes book excerpts, broadcast news, lists of words, sequences



of numbers. Second is often named as “Spontaneous Speech” which includes di-
alogs - between two or more people (includes meetings), narratives - a person
telling a story, map-tasks - one person explains a route on a map to another,
appointment-tasks - two people try to find a common meeting time based on
individual schedules. One of the characteristics of Spontaneous Speech is an im-
portant gap between a word’s phonological form and its phonetic realizations.
Specific realization due to elision or reduction processes are frequent in sponta-
neous data. For example, in Italian, perchè is commonly pronounced as /b e k/,
in French parce que is frequently /p s k/ and in English because is /k o z/. Spon-
taneous speech also presents other types of phenomena such as non-standard
elisions, substitutions or addition of phonemes which intervene in the automatic
phonetization and alignment tasks.

After the state-of-the-art, we describe our phonetization system that im-
plements a language-independent algorithm to phonetize unknown words. We
also briefly describe the automatic aligner. We finally propose evaluations of the
phonetization system.

2 State-of-the-art

Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion is a complex task, for which a number of di-
verse solutions have been proposed. It is a structure prediction task; both the in-
put and output are structured, consisting of sequences of letters and phonemes,
respectively. Phonetic transcription of text is an indispensable component of
text-to-speech systems and is used in acoustic modeling for speech recognition
and other natural language processing applications. Converting from written
text into actual sounds, for any language, cause several problems that have their
origins in the relative lack of correspondence between the spelling of the lexi-
cal items and their sound contents. While Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion has
been heavily studied for Text-To-Speech systems, it has been very little for Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition and not at all for forced-alignment. One can suppose
that it’s because forced-alignment is often considered as an ASR sub-problem.

2.1 Text-To-Speech synthesis

Grapheme-to-Phoneme conversion is necessary for determining the canonical
phonemic transcription of a word from its orthography in a Text-To-Speech sys-
tem. It is commonly implemented in the form of a Letter-To-Sound module which
is responsible for the automatic determination of the phonetic transcription of
the incoming text. In this context, the Letter-To-Sound module can not simply
perform the equivalent of a dictionary look-up. As mentioned in [15], this is for
the following reasons:

1. Dictionaries in TTS systems only refer to word roots pronunciation: they do
not include morphological variations (i.e. plural, feminine, conjugations).



2. Languages contain heterophonic homographs, i.e. words that are pronounced
differently even though they have the same spelling. The appropriate pro-
nunciation could often be determined by using a Part-of-Speech Tagger.

3. ”Pronunciation dictionaries merely provide something that is closer to a
phonemic transcription than from a phonetic one (i.e. they refer to phonemes
rather than to phones).”

4. Words embedded into sentences are not pronounced as if they were isolated.
5. ”Not all words can be found in a phonetic dictionary: the pronunciation of

new words and of many proper names has to be deduced from the one of
already known words.”

The Letter-To-Sound modules can be implemented in many ways, often roughly
classified into dictionary-based and rule-based strategies, although many inter-
mediate solutions exist. Dictionary based solutions consist in storing a maximum
of phonological knowledge in a lexicon and rule based systems consist on rules
that are based on inference approaches or proposed by expert linguists. Both
dictionary-based and rule-based methods on Grapheme-to-Phoneme conversion
have their own advantages and limitations. Looking a word up in a lexicon is rel-
atively cheap computationally, whereas most algorithms for rule-based systems
use considerably more processor resource to produce the phoneme sequence. Fur-
thermore, a large sized phonetic dictionary and complex morphophonemic rules
are required for the dictionary-based method and the Letter-To-Sound rule-based
method itself cannot model the complete morphophonemic constraints.

Initially, dictionary based approach was developed in the MITTALK system
[1] where a dictionary of up to 12,000 morphemes covered about 95% of the input
words. In the same way, the AT&T Bell Laboratories TTS system followed the
same guideline [26], with an augmented morpheme lexicon of 43,000 morphemes.

At its first stage, [14] proposed a transformation rules system for French. The
rules system is based on the application of a partially ordered set of phonological
rules: left-hand side of each rule indicates the graphemes involved by the rule,
right-hand side of each rule specifies the corresponding phonemes and possi-
bly the preceding and succeeding graphemic context. Exceptional pronunciation
rules are first examined in the set and the last examined rules are the more gen-
eral ones. Since the 1990s, considerable efforts have been made towards designing
sets of rules with a very wide coverage (starting from computerized dictionaries
and adding rules and exceptions until all words are covered, for various languages.
Often rule-based Grapheme-to-Phoneme systems also incorporate a dictionary
as an exception list. In [2], a descriptive language permits the integration of
rules and lexica into a text-to-phonetics grammar. A minimal grammar, consti-
tuting the core of the phonetization process, has been enlarged by systematically
exploring a representative lexicon of French. A clearly disadvantageous conse-
quence of such a knowledge-based strategy is that it requires a large amount of
hand-crafting of linguistic rules (and data). In contrast to the knowledge-based
approach outlined above, the data-driven approach to grapheme-to-phoneme
conversion is based on the idea that given enough examples it should be possible
to predict the pronunciation of unseen words purely by analogy. Such systems



are based on a training stage from aligned data, alignments between letters
and phonemes can be discovered reliably with unsupervised generative models.
Given such an alignment, Letter-To-Sound conversion can be viewed either as a
sequence of classification problems, or as a sequence modeling problem. In the
classification approach, like in [11, 18], rules are trained from a given set of ex-
amples in a language and the Grapheme-to-Phoneme system was automatically
produced for that language. To train rules, the training data consists of letter
strings paired with phoneme strings, without explicit links connecting individual
letter to sound. These systems predict a phoneme for each input letter, using the
letter and its context as features. In the sequence modeling approach, various
models was proposed. In [30], a supervised Hidden Markov Model is applied,
where phonemes are the hidden states and graphemes the observations. Several
other approaches have been adopted, such as Kohonen’s concept [32] finite state
transducers [9], etc. For a review, see [7].

Finally, there are many competing techniques for Letter-To-Sound conversion
for TTS systems and the system developer must make a rational selection among
them. For comparison and evaluation of different methods, we refer to [12], [34]
and [22]. In [12], authors report a comparative assessment of the competitor
methods of Letter-To-Sound rules (for English only), pronunciation by analogy,
feedforward neural networks and a k-nearest neighbor method, with respect to
their success at automatic phonemization. [34] reports on a cooperative inter-
national evaluation of Grapheme-To-Phoneme conversion for Text-To-Speech in
French. The systems involved was all relying on a rule-based approach. The eval-
uation was performed on the phonemization of 12000 sentences. Overall, the eight
systems fared relatively well: they all achieve at least 97% phonemes correct. Dif-
ficulties are due to proper names, heterophonous homographs, pre-processing,
schwa and liaison. Recently, [22] proposed a discriminative structure-prediction
model and compared performances with six publicly available data sets repre-
senting four different languages: English, German and Dutch CELEX, French
Brulex, English Nettalk and English CMUDict data sets. The results for the
CMUDict range from 57.8% to 71.99% accuracy.

2.2 Automatic Speech Recognition

Grapheme-to-phoneme technology is also useful in speech recognition, as a way
of generating pronunciations for new words that may be available in grapheme
form, or for naive users to add new words more easily. In that case, the sys-
tem must generate the multiple variations of the word. In recent works, we
noticed [28] that created Grapheme-To-Phoneme models for Indo-European lan-
guages with word-pronunciation pairs from the GlobalPhone project and from
Wiktionary and tested for Czech, English, French, Spanish, Polish, and German
ASR. Wiktionary pronunciations have been provided by the Internet community
and can be used to quickly and economically create pronunciation dictionaries for
new languages and domains. An other solution was proposed in [25], where the
Grapheme-To-Phoneme system uses statistical machine translation techniques.



The generated word pronunciations are employed in the dictionary of the ASR
system.

2.3 Under-resourced languages

There are more than 6000 languages in the world but only a small number pos-
sess the resources required for implementation of Human Language Technologies
(HLT). Thus, HLT are mostly concerned by languages which have large resources
available or which suddenly became of interest because of the economic or po-
litical scene. On the contrary, languages from developing countries or minorities
were less treated in the past years. Among HLT, phonetization is also concerned
about this fact: less-resourced languages are also investigated since the 2000s. It
is not possible to make an exhaustive review, but we noticed the followings: for
Malay [17], for Thai [29], for Korean [24], for Punjabi [19], for Romanian [23], for
Arabic [16], for Greek [10] or for Polish [13]. In all these studies, authors adopted
various solutions in which the algorithms mainly depend on the availability of
resources and on the structural of the language.

It is also important to mention that in some languages, code-switching is a
common practice and the phonetization system can be face on such a phenomena.
In that case, some specific strategies can be adopted, as proposed in [31].

3 Phonetization approach for Forced-Alignment

3.1 Overview

The “Forced Alignment” (FA) task includes both phonetization and alignment
sub-tasks. Phonetization is the process of representing text by phonetic signs.
Alignment is the process of aligning speech with these sounds; it can also select
the relevant pronunciation from a grammar.

To our knowledge, only one public FA system includes a rule-based phone-
tization step; this system is described in [20]. The grapheme conversion tool is
provided by an external TTS system and suggests some pronunciation variants.
The optional phonemes are marked as an expert annotator can compare the se-
quence of phonetic symbols with the audible speech of each utterance and select
the most appropriate. This approach is well suited for read speech, but we can
expect to manual corrections in case of spontaneous speech. Moreover, this ap-
proach implies a new Letter-To-Sound system to be entirely developed to handle
any new language.

In many FA systems based on ASR technologies, the phonetization step is
limited to a sequence of dictionary look-ups. The dictionary contains words with
a set of pronunciations (the canonical one, and optionally some common reduc-
tions, etc). Phonetization is then proposed for the aligner to choose the phoneme
string because the pronunciation generally can be observed in the speech. The
Hidden Markov Toolkit (HTK), for example, is proposing such a command-line
tool to perform the FA task [33]. In this approach, it is then assumed that all



words of the speech transcription and their phonetic variants are mentioned in
the pronunciation dictionary. So, it’s relevant for read speech but many entries
could miss for spontaneous speech. Actually, the dictionary can not include all
possible truncated words or invented words for example. For the variants, a large
set of these instances can be extracted from a lexicon of systematic variants even
if it will not cover all the possible observed and sometime frequent realizations
like /t i l/ for the word until in English.

Moreover, with time, computer memory is becoming ever cheaper, then larger
and better dictionaries are now available for many languages. Accordingly, it
could be argued that the importance of some kind of ”back-up” strategy is declin-
ing. Although 1/ it is of course true for the couple (computers, major-languages)
but this argument can be less important for an under-resourced language and
2/ the more pronunciations are added, the more confusion may occur for the
aligner.

The solution we propose aims to combine the advantages of the various ap-
proaches and can be applied to a large set of languages. Firstly, we choose a
knowledge-based approach, as data-driven approaches requires a large set of
data for the training stage and such a data are not always available (particularly
for less-resourced languages). We did not introduced specific rules in the sys-
tem, in order that the system is language-independent (only the given resources
are language-specific). Moreover, our approach does not depend on the writing
system (it works indifferently on French or Cantonese).

In spontaneous speech, many phonetic variations occur. Some of these phono-
logically known variants are predictable and can be included in the pronunciation
dictionary but many others are still unpredictable (especially invented words, re-
gional words or words borrowed from another language).

3.2 Forced-Alignment in SPPAS

SPPAS is an annotation software that allows to create automatically, visualize
and search annotations for audio data. Among others, SPPAS gives to Pho-
neticians the opportunity to automatically produce annotations which include
utterance, word, syllabic and phonetic segmentation from a recorded speech
sound and its orthographic transcription. In other words, it can automatize the
phonetic transcription task for speech materials, as well as the alignment task
of transcription and speech recordings for further acoustic analyses.

The process of transcribing text into sounds starts by pre-processing the text
and representing it by lexical items to which the phonetization are applicable. In
principle, any system that deals with unrestricted text need the text to be nor-
malized. Texts contain a variety of ”non-standard” token types such as digit se-
quences, words, acronyms and letter sequences in all capitals, mixed case words,
abbreviations, roman numerals, URL’s and e-mail addresses... Normalizing or
rewriting such texts using ordinary words is then an important issue. SPPAS
implements the multilingual text normalization approach proposed in [3]. The
main steps of such a text normalization are to remove punctuation, lower the



text, convert numbers to their written form, replace some symbols by their writ-
ten form, and the word segmentation (based on a lexicon). After tokenization,
the text is phonetized with the approach proposed in this paper. Then, time-
alignment is performed for aligning speech with its corresponding transcription
at the phone level. The alignment problem consists of a time-matching between
a given speech unit along with a phonetic representation of the unit. SPPAS is
based on the Julius Speech Recognition Engine [27].

3.3 Phonetization based on resources

As in ASR systems, we choose the dictionary based solution, which consist in
storing a phonological knowledge in a lexicon. In this sense, this approach is
language-independent unlike rule-based systems. The dictionary includes pho-
netic variants that are proposed for the aligner to choose the phoneme string.
The hypothesis is that the answer to the phonetization question is in the signal.

An important step is to build the pronunciation dictionary, where each word
in the vocabulary is expanded into its constituent phones. For example, the
French sentence ”je suis” (I am) can be:

– /Zs4i/ is the standard pronunciation,
– /Zs4iz/ is the standard pronunciation plus a liaison,
– /Z@s4i/ is the South of France pronunciation,
– /Z@s4iz/ is the previous pronunciation plus a liaison,
– /S4i/ is a very frequent specific realization observed in spontaneous speech.

The dictionary entries for both words are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Entries of the dictionary for the French words je and suis

je [je] Z suis [suis] s4i
je(2) [je] Z@ suis(2) [suis] s4iz
je(3) [je] S suis(3) [suis] sui

suis(4) [suis] 4i
suis(5) [suis] 4iz

Depending on the language, the availability of resources is different. In our
data set, for example the dictionary includes a large set of entries (English,
French, Italian), an acceptable number of entries (Mandarin Chinese) or a poor
number of entries (Taiwan Southern Min). See Table 2 for details about the
resources included in SPPAS, version 1.7.2. All dictionaries are UTF-8 encoded
and file format is HTK-standard [33]. Such files are distributed under the terms
of the GNU Public License.

The English dictionary was downloaded from the CMU and was not modified.
The French and the Italian dictionaries were created by merging available TTS



Table 2. Description of the dictionaries included SPPAS, with their names encoded
in the international standard ISO639-3 code, the number of entries and the number of
pronunciation variants.

Language ISO639-3 Nb of entries Nb of variants

French fra 347,786 304,268
English eng 121,245 10,173
Italian ita 389,511 201,194
Spanish spa 22,917 882
Catalan cat 94,010 24
Polish pol 300,670 18
Mandarin Chinese cmn 88,158 0
Taiwan Southern Min nan 1,028 0
Hong Kong Cantonese yue 13,308 0
Japanese jpn 19,849 0

system dictionaries and ASR system dictionaries. They was also enriched by word
pronunciations observed in spontaneous speech corpora. We corrected manually
a large set of these both phonetizations. For example, the Italian dictionary
contains a set of possible pronunciations of words, including accents as perchè
pronounced as /b e r k e/, and reduction phenomena as /p e k/ (or /k wa/ for
the word acqua).

3.4 Phonetization algorithm

As in TTS systems, a specific algorithm to phonetize unknown entries was also
developed. As the data-driven approaches, our grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
system is based on the idea that given enough examples it should be possible
to predict the pronunciation of unseen words purely by analogy. Unlike these
approaches, our system is then applied to missing words during the phonetization
process (and not during a training stage), based on knowledge provided by the
dictionary.

The algorithm consists in exploring the unknown entry first from left to
right then from right to left and in both cases to find the longest strings in
the dictionary. Since this algorithm uses the dictionary, the quality of such a
phonetization will depend on this resource. The algorithm is described in the
following Python code (the right to left is of course identically made):

def p h o n e t i z e l r ( word ) :

i f len ( word ) == 0 :
return ””

# Find the l o n g e s t l e f t s t r i n g t h a t can
# be p h o n e t i z e d from the d i c t i o n a r y
l e f t = g e t l o n g e s t p a r t ( word )



phon l e f t = g e t i n p r o n u n c i a t i o n d i c t ( l e f t )
i f len ( l e f t ) == len ( word ) :

return phon l e f t

# Find how to p h o n e t i z e r i g h t par t
# Get the r i g h t un−p h o n e t i z e d s ubp ar t
r i g h t = subpart ( word )
i f len ( r i g h t ) == 0 :

return phon l e f t

phonr ight = g e t i n p r o n u n c i a t i o n d i c t ( r i g h t )
i f phonr ight i s None :

phonr ight = phonet i ze ( r i g h t )

return concatenate ( phonle f t , phonr ight )

One difficulty by applying this algorithm is due to phonetic variants. Actu-
ally, the function get in pronunciationdict() applied to any string sequence
returns all available pronunciations of this entry. For example, if this algorithm
is applied to the string ”jesuis”, with our French dictionary, the result will con-
tains all variants described previously:
Z|Z@|S s4i|s4iz|sui|4i|4iz where pipes separates variants and the white space sep-
arates left/right parts. For a sake of simplicity, the result is stored into a DAG
- a Directed acyclic graph (Figure 1), and left-to-right/right-to-left DAGs are
merged into a single DAG.

Start End

Fig. 1. DAG with phonetic variants

The final pronunciations are extracted by exploring all paths of this DAG. As
we can see, the number of variants can significantly increase. That’s the reason
why, we introduced the possibility to get only a limited number of variants. We
choose to select the shortest ones (i.e. the fewest number of nodes), which is
a reasonable solution due to a larger number of speech reductions than speech
over-production.



4 Results

4.1 Phonetization of unknown words

The experiments were carried out on French because all required resources were
freely available: the dictionary and the test corpus. The dictionary is available
in SPPAS software, as described in Table 2. The Marc-FR corpus was used as
test corpus [5]. This corpus is based on parts of three different French corpora
and was downloaded from the SLDR - Speech & Language Data Repository, at:

http://www.sldr.fr/sldr000786/fr

About two minutes of 3 different corpora (7 minutes altogether) were manually
segmented and transcribed:

– read speech from the AixOx Corpus [21];
– conversational speech from from CID - Corpus of Interactional Data [8];
– a political discourse at the French National Assembly, Grenelle II [6].

Table 3. Marc-FR corpus description

AixOx Grenelle II CID

Duration of the extract 137s 134s 143s
Number of speakers 4 1 12

Number of phonemes 1744 1781 1876
Short silent pauses 23 28 10
Filled pauses 0 5 21
Noises (breathes, ...) 8 0 0
Laughter 0 0 4
Truncated words 2 1 6

The phonetization system was launched on the Marc-FR corpus, by using
the whole French dictionary (650k). The results are as follow:

– 1175 tokens are in the dictionary and the manual phonetization is proposed;
– 13 tokens are in the dictionary but the manual phonetization is not proposed

(i.e. 1,07%);
– 32 tokens are not in the dictionary (i.e. 2.62% of the tokens), this is not

including the 9 truncated words.

This result confirms that even with a very large dictionary, a quite significant
number of phonetization (or variants) are missing (3.69%). The list of unknown
tokens consists in 3 proper names and 29 reductions or mispronunciations, dis-
tributed as:

– 6 in the read speech,



– 2 in the political discourse,
– 21 in the conversational corpus.

As expected, missing entries are mainly coming from spontaneous speech. The
proposed algorithm is then used to phonetize these tokens.

If the number of variants is limited to 4, 22 tokens are phonetized prop-
erly (i.e. 69%). While the number of variants is extended to 8, 26 tokens are
phonetized properly (i.e. 81%).

4.2 SPPAS software

The algorithm and resources described in this paper are integrated in SPPAS
[4]. Both program and resources are distributed under the terms of the GNU
Public License. Figures 2 and 3 show examples of SPPAS output, including the
phonetization of unknown words as proposed in this paper.

Fig. 2. SPPAS output example from AixOx (read speech). The truncated word “chort-
” was missing in the dictionary and automatically rightly phonetized /S o K t/ by the
algorithm proposed in section 3.4.

Fig. 3. SPPAS output example from CID (spontaneous speech). The regional word
“emboucané” was missing in the dictionary and automatically rightly phonetized /ã b
u k a n e/ by the algorithm proposed in section 3.4.

Both examples can be automatically tokenized, phonetized and segmented
by using the Graphical User Interface (GUI), as shown in Figure 4 or by using
a Command-line User Interface (with a command named annotation.py).



Fig. 4. SPPAS GUI.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a phonetization system entirely designed to handle multi-
ple languages and/or tasks with the same algorithms and the same tools. Only
resources are language-specific, and the approach is based on the simplest re-
sources as possible. Next work will consist to reduce the number of entries in
the current dictionaries. Indeed, all tokens that can be phonetized properly by
our algorithm could be removed of the dictionary. Hence, we hope this work
will be helpful in the future to open to new practices in the methodology and
tool developments: thinking problems with a generic multilingual aspect, and
distribute tools with a public license.
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